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Schools, Camps and Billboards
With April, the big festival month, 
just over, square dancers are beginning 
to make definite plans for  summer vaca­
tions. Those who have previously at­
tended a square dance school or camp 
are almost certainly going again this 
year; many dancers are considering such 
a vacation fo r  the first time.
Some of the “ old-timers” like to re­
turn year after year to the same school, 
greeting again people whom they have 
grown fond of, re-visiting places they 
have enjoyed in other years. Some reg­
ular square dance campers choose a new 
one to attend each year, seeing a new 
part of the country, meeting almost en­
tirely new people and comparing teach­
ing techniques, styles and philosophies 
of one faculty to another.
Whichever way you do it, you’re bound 
to have a wonderful vacation. On page 
13 of this issue you will find a listing of 
many schools and camps to be held this 
year; next month’s issue will have 
some additional names. AM ERICAN 
SQUARES will again co-sponsor (with 
the New Jersey State Dept, o f Educa­
tion) Stokes Forest, as well as the new 
school (with the Univ. o f Kentucky) in 
Jackson, Ky., and we on the staff are 
looking forward to meeting many of our 
readers there. I f  you can’t come to 
Stokes Forest or Kentucky, surely with 
almost fifty  sessions being held this 
year, you can find one that suits your 
convenience as to time and place.
Schools and camps are one excellent 
way o f spreading the news about square 
dancing. Another way— one which will 
reach more non-square dancers than any 
idea yet proposed— was announced pub­
licly at the 3rd Annual Nat’l SD Conven­
tion in Dallas last month. It seems to 
me to be worth the serious consideration
and discussion of every square dancer 
who would like to have a part in the 
healthy and necessary growth o f the 
activity.
The history o f the idea, as it was 
presented in Dallas by Dr. Bill Price o f 
Seattle, Wash., goes back to the Folk 
Dance Federation of Washington, and 
its desire to see more information about 
square dancing disseminated on a na­
tional level. To this end, a committee 
was appointed, which investigated all 
publicity media and came to the conclu­
sion that the greatest number o f people 
could be reached at the lowest cost 
through intensive billboard advertising,
Dr. Price enlisted the help of Chuck 
Jones, creator o f Bugs Bunny and an 
ardent square dancer. Chuck devised a 
possible billboard poster, showing a 
caller, a blissful couple square dancing, 
and headed with the slogan “ Square 
Dancing is Fun!”  (This, incidentally, is 
the slogan of the Washington Federa­
tion.) Space is available at the bottom 
o f the poster to include local phone 
numbers for  further information.
I f  such a poster were to appear near 
the city limits o f even half of our major 
cities and towns, it should have tremen­
dous results for all square dance activi­
ties. Local councils and associations owe 
it to themselves to discuss all the pos­
sibilities inherent in such a campaign.
I f  you’d like to know more about it, 
write to Bill Price at 5405— 47th St., 
N. E., Seattle.
O U R  C O V E H  Virginia Wallace shows all the joyous beauty of young 
folks square dancing. For more about children, from  one shore of the country to 
another, see page 8.
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What Place for the Round Dance?
The battle of the,1Square versus the Round is one which is spreading> to many sections 
of the country. The problem of how many rounds, which ones and when are causing 
friction and disruption in many clubs. Friendships of long standing are cooling; a once- 
happy pastime is showing signs of strain.
The most excellent summation of the situation your editor has seen to date is that 
compiled by the Southern California Round Dance Teachers Association. Further, this group 
seems to have found an adequate solution, although only the test of time can serve as final 
proof of its efficacy. The Round Dance Teachers Association and their Executive Board 
have granted AMERICAN SQUARES the privilege of bringing you a review of the first 
year of their activity. Unfortunately, due to our space limitations, some portions of this 
document have had to be deleted. The essence, as given below, is well worth the careful 
study of every member of both factions.
The Bare Facts
The first year o f our existence as an 
Association has produced very few  ac­
complishments o f the sort which attract 
attention from  individual dancers. By 
far, the greater part o f our e ffort has 
been directed toward evaluating our 
problems as group leaders and learning 
to work together.
More vaguely felt by the rank-and- 
file  has been our work with new or un­
familiar dance routines. We have chosen 
the best o f these and made them avail­
able by “ twos”  and “ threes,”  almost 
simultaneously to dancers within a ra­
dius o f 150 miles. W e also standardized 
them before general release so that 
everywhere within our area of influ­
ence they are danced the same.
Underlying all this is the fact that 
we did, finally, organize and thereby 
gave to round dancing in Southern Cali­
fornia, its first official recognition as 
a separate, though allied, activity.
W e Were Needed
This recognition was long overdue and 
the lack o f it can now be seen as a 
definite factor in the discord between 
square and round dancers which reached 
critical proportions in some areas about 
two years before our Association was 
established.
The quarrel was most obvious among 
groups where round dancing was highly 
developed; but to those square dance 
dance callers who did a great deal of 
traveling about, it was readily apparent 
that between the stormy areas and 
those less troubled, the difference was 
entirely o f degree, not o f kind. They 
were in general agreement that unless 
a remedy was found while the dissension
was still in its early stages, it could 
gradually undermine the harmonious 
relationships which gave strength to 
the whole movement.
The final resolution o f that conflict 
within the past year is proof that our 
influence has been much greater than 
superficial evidence indicates.
The Headache W e Inherited
It arose simply because two divergent 
interests were confined within an ac­
tivity geared to handle only one. Round 
dancing presented no problem so long 
as it was submerged in the larger en­
thusiasm o f square dancing— but when 
it began to grow  up and to enlist its 
own special group o f followers, trouble 
was inevitable.
Square dancers soon experienced d if­
ficulty in learning the newer and more 
complex round dance routines. They re­
sented looking and feeling again like 
beginners in an unfamiliar dance form. 
They also resented the time stolen from  
square dancing. This brash newcomer 
interfered with their square dance 
pleasure, yet offered in return only de­
feat and humiliation. As they became 
more and more grim ly antagonistic, the 
round dancers outnumbered, became 
more aggressive and demanding.
Some callers excluded rounds entirely 
from  clubs predominantly interested in 
squares, but where both factions were 
well represented, the callers stood help­
lessly in the middle. Usually they played 
rounds only when requested and fervent­
ly  hoped not too many would get mad 
and go home. Other callers tried divid­
ing their evenings between squares and 
rounds, but almost without exception
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these clubs folded within a short time.
Tension was considerably eased when 
an increasing number o f round dance 
clubs were formed. Here the new rounds 
were taught, but new problems imme­
diately arose as the dancers discovered 
that any given routine was likely to 
have as many variations as there were 
instructors.
Meanwhile, the breach between them 
and the square dancers remained. The 
best that could be said of the situation 
was that an uneasy truce existed. The 
square dancers had given up rounds al­
most entirely. They surrendered the 
dance floor during intermissions but 
asserted themselves, frequently with 
arrogance, the instant it was over.
The Big Job
Obviously, round dancing was not 
strong enough to survive as a separate 
activity, nor was square dancing entirely 
whole and self-sufficient without the 
complement of intermission rounds. The 
two belonged together, yet they were 
as divorced in spirit as any married 
couple in the days immediately preceding 
an open break.
Our big problem was reconciliation—  
finding a new framework within which 
each could find outlet for his essential 
needs without conflict or antagonism or 
the desire to dominate.
Round Dance of the Month
When the first Round Dance of the 
Month appeared for January of this 
year, favorable reaction was immediate. 
Square dancers found it easy to learn 
and felt they had won a major conces­
sion. They were no longer being pushed 
further than they wanted to go.
The fact that it 
was an o f f i c i a l  
choice gave them as- 
s u r a n c e that it 
would be danced at 
all the clubs and 
therefore was worth 
the effort o f learn­
ing. The fact that 
there would be only 
one such dance each 
month was com fort­
ing in its lack of 
high pressure.
The square dance callers were equally 
relieved. With minor variations for 
special groups, all clubs could now be 
treated alike— their days o f tight-rope- 
walking on the round dance issue were 
over.
The most surprising response came 
from  the round dancers themselves. A l­
most at once their vociferous clamor for 
all the newer routines disappeared from 
square dance activities. Part of this co­
operative attitude was undoubtedly in 
answer to the practice of alternating 
each month a new dance with an old, 
and also to the creative talent which 
gave us some very attractive routines 
within the “ popular” classification.
But it is now safe to conclude that 
another part sprang, just as surely, 
from their knowledge that they were no 
longer orphans. They had been rejected 
by t h e i r  parent 
world o f s q u a r e  
dancing but had, 
with an organiza­
tion o f their own, 
official status, rec­
ognition and iden­
tity. They could a f­
ford to be less de­
manding— they even 
could afford to be 
generous.
The Proof of the Pudding
During the past twelve months the 
estranged factions have danced together 
with increasing friendliness. Even the 
most rabid partisan round dancers have 
quieted down. At square dance parties, 
they accept the program of rounds o f­
fered and dance more obviously for  fun 
than to assert themselves.
The average square dancer is not so 
disgruntled as he was a year ago, and 
when he now sits on the sidelines it is 
more often with tolerance than with 
resentment. He is beginning to watch 
with some interest the rounds he doesn’t 
know how to do. Perhaps one day he 
may decide it would be fun to join a 
round dance group.
Our Little Red (Band) Wagon
Neither round nor square dancing has 
any appeal for those tired people who 
prefer to be spectators, or those rugged 
individuals who are at war with the rest 
o f the world and to whom no achieve­
ment gives pleasure unless it turns the 
spotlight on them alone, or involves 
some sort o f personal victory in com­
petition with others.
Both round and square dancing draw 
the cooperatively minded— those who 
understand that the world is not to be 
conquered, but lived in.
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The special attraction o f round danc­
ing appears to stem from  the fact that 
it is a unique form  o f dance expression. 
Unlike folk dancing, its technical re­
quirements are relatively simple and 
both its music and its choreography are 
as thoroughly American as ballroom 
dancing.
But unlike ballroom dancing where 
couples remain isolated units, competing 
with each other as strangers for  space 
within which to remain isolated, a round 
dance emphasizes group unity. The 
strictly individual pleasure o f dancing 
is heightened by being included in the 
group rather than being rejected by it. 
The movement in unison is warmly a f­
firmative o f mutual friendliness. Being 
a part o f it satisfies the legitimate de­
sire fo r  social recognition— the sense of 
“ belonging”  and the smoothness with 
which each couple participates is a con­
stant reminder o f personal accomplish­
ment.
It seems that somewhere about here, 
if  anywhere, lie the primary appeals 
which have drawn so many friendly 
people together.
W ho Leads W hom?
The essential form  o f today’s round 
dancing was inspired by historical tradi­
tion, but our debt o f gratitude stops 
there. In its modern expression (at least 
in this area) the dancers have made it 
into a fresh and dynamic thing, eagerly 
seeking moods and tempos more suited 
to the present time and a newer genera­
tion.
As in most group activities, the 
m ajority contribute only their w illing­
ness to be pleased. They can appreciate 
a good time but they can’t generate it. 
They need the touch o f strong, experi­
enced leadership to kindle the Party 
Spirit, so conspicuous in successful 
dance groups, but they also need the 
nourishing fire o f high enthusiasm and 
quick response within their own ranks.
We must agree, (however reluctantly), 
that this second essential element is 
provided by that often maligned, sel­
dom-appreciated minority o f eager- 
beavers. Without their astounding en­
ergy and insatiable dancing appetite, 
even the most talented leader would 
soon see the sparkle o f his best clubs 
fade into complacent dullness.
New Routines— "B an e" or "B oon "
It is quite natural that some o f this 
abundant enthusiasm finds outlet in 
creative e ffort; the flood o f new dance 
routine could have been expected. Dis­
maying as these are at times, in their 
great number and frequent lack of 
skilled workmanship, they are never­
theless the most positive evidence of 
round dancing’s virility and the most 
hopeful sign that it is being rooted deep 
in the feelings and aspirations o f the 
people who enjoy it.
History provides ample proof that the 
“ good old dances” so highly revered in 
some quarters, are merely the survivors 
o f a similar creative urge more than 
half a century ago. Today our composers 
are creating the folk lore o f the future.
Policy by Hindsight 
An extraordinary amount of an in­
stinctive kind o f wisdom is clearly evi­
dent in reviewing our work during the 
past year. No one person deserves credit 
fo r  this nor, in fact, can we as a group 
claim that it was the result o f conscious 
effort. W e had no “ policy”  to start with, 
neither toward our dancers nor toward 
each other. We only had faith in the 
essential value o f what we were doing, 
and a determination to get along some­
how, with the others we found working 
beside us.
Out o f this grew  an unspoken set o f 
rules. Within our group no one member 
was big enough to dominate all the 
others, so we allowed the other fellow  
a lot o f leeway. In our contact with the 
individual dancers no one instructor 
dominated the field, so each conceded 
his limitations.
W hat happened m^y not be unique 
but it was certainly unusual. Not being 
able to do what ornery human beings 
usually try  to do (divert a flood o f en­
thusiasm into channels dictated by per­
sonal considerations), we let it go where 
it wanted to go and made ourselves into 
a corps o f tra ffic  officers.
The result, oddly enough, was just
(Cont. on page 28)
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The Caller Speaks Up
This column is dedicated to everything and anything callers wish to discuss, plus 
comments from our readers on subjects which have been previously mentioned.
Program Problems
This teacher-caller speaks up to ask 
for suggestions, recommendations, ideas 
on programming, experiences. I ’m a be­
ginning caller with less than a year’s ex­
perience working with beginners. I have 
about five years’ experience as a square 
dancer. I ’ve my share of loyal followers, 
friendly critics and helpers. My problem: 
(a) to see that first timers have fun, 
come back.
(b) To see that regulars don’t get 
bored, continued to come back.
What have other callers done toward 
a solution o f this problem?
— R. Walter Huston, St. Louis, Mo.
Records
The caller who spoke up in your April 
1954 AM ERICAN SQUARES (Walter 
Prahl of Murdo,, S. D.) is doing us a fa ­
vor if  he can put a stop to vulgar patter. 
Some call it sophisticated; I call it dirty 
talk. I hope he does not, however, con­
fiscate my records with calls. We dance 
to both records and callers. Sometimes 
to records because the group is too small 
to afford a caller, and sometimes just 
because of the mental gymnastics re­
quired to figure out the pattern. Does 
he really think the callers have brought 
square dancing out of the saloon, or is 
that a figure of speech of naivete, bitter­
ness and youth?
— Wm. S. Whiteside, Washington, D. C.
Chibs' Corner
By Virginia Anderson
Our Country Cousins club had a clever 
committee for  a recent dance and per­
haps some of your readers would be 
interested. The regular post cards sent 
out advising date and place of the meet­
ing read as follows:
In March it seems the wind doth bio’
Us out to Eastside Hall once mo’
To dance upon that glorious flo ’ 
Instruction nite— we love it so!
(Please bring sandwiches and cups) 
The Lambs The Lions
Since Eastside Hall is a building prac­
tically falling apart, with the floor about 
shot and dirt sifting up, we all appreci­
ated the rhyme!
When we came in, the long bar which 
the committees decorate was completely 
edged with camellias! There were two 
lovely bouquets of ranunculas and sweet 
peas, and a big sign in the center read­
ing:
Do you have spring fever 
Do you sit around and mope 
Well— cheer up folks 
And step right up 
W e’ve got here just the dope 
Be it rhubarb sauce or greens
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Or just some good ole tonic 
W e’ll cure your ills without those 
pills
Why you’ll be super-teutonic
Just step right up and help yourself
Line forms to the right
But take it slow— I’m warning you
You may be up all night!
In front o f the sign were nicely ar­
ranged dishes of rhubarb, dandelion 
greens and buds, and mustard greens 
and blossoms. Two bottles had table­
spoons and signs, one reading “ Bitters—  
Dose— take on tablespoon and shake” ; 
the other, “ Sulphur and Molasses— one 
tablespoon daily for that ‘Hate Your­
self’ feeling.”
It takes a lot of work and thought to 
arrange different decorations, but the 
resulting good time is surely worth it.
SPECIAL NOTICE TO FOLK DANCERS!
VYTS BELIAJUS
will head a special week of international 
folk dancing at the 7th Annual 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOLK DANCE CAMP 
AUG. 15-22 
atop Lookout Mountain near Denver 
for particulars write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3, 
Golden, Colo.
Right and left grand around the ring
KIDS - Coast to Coast
From the extreme East coast and the extreme West coast we bring you reports on 
two unusual square dance activities involving kids. On Cape Cod, <eGrammaw * Dean 
had planned the first of what everyone hopes will be an annual Children s Festival. From 
her wheel-chair, Mrs. Dean has sparked mightily the entire square and folk dance activity 
on the Cape, and this is just another of her laudable, achievements, all designed to bring\ 
happier living to her fellow Cape Codders.
In Spokane, Washington, “ Red" Henderson's Silver Spurs are getting set for their 
fourth annual tour across the country. We wish them a successful trip, and hope 
our schedule will permit us to catch their show somewhere along the road.
Eastern square dancers and non­
square dancers alike will have an oppor­
tunity to view the type of dancing 
generally described as “ Western” next 
month, when the Silver Spurs, teen-age 
exhibition group of Spokane, Wash., 
make their fourth annual vacation tour.
This idea is not particularly new in 
the square dance field, the first and 
certainly best-known such group having 
been the Cheyenne Mountain Dancers 
under the direction of Dr. Lloyd Shaw 
o f Colorado Springs. For several years 
“ Pappy” and his kids traveled, de­
monstrating the beauty and joyousness 
o f square dancing to many who might 
otherwise never have become interested. 
They were in every sense of the word 
ambassadors, and those who saw them 
dance will remember them always.
Like the Cheyenne Mountain dancers, 
the Silver Spurs are a non-profit, self- 
supporting group. The purpose of their 
tours is tw o-fold: primarily for  the 
broader education and wholesome plea­
sure o f the youngsters, and secondarily 
to spread knowledge of an interest in 
this truly American form  o f recreation.
Participation in the group requires a 
B average in school work, and last 
semester all but two of the approxi­
mately forty  members were on the honor 
roll, with many of them maintaining 
straight A  grades. Travel on the tours 
is by chartered bus, with adult super­
visors and chaperones in charge.
The group was organized in 1948, 
although instruction in square and folk 
dancing had been part o f the Spokane 
schools’ physical education work long 
before that. Directed by Edwin “ Red” 
Henderson, the youngsters are magni­
ficently costumed, well-trained in their 
dancing, and present a program designed 
to appeal to both dancer and non-dancer 
spectators. Their present show is two 
hours long and includes Western squares, 
Mexican dances, authentic Early Ameri­
can and English folk dances, waltzes, a
(Cont. on next page)
By Mrs. Louis Dean
Cape Cod’s first Children’s Square 
Dance Festival is being held Saturday 
May 8 in Hyannis, with youngsters from  
every town and village invited. They’ll 
have fine young callers and lively ex­
hibition groups in demonstrations of 
square, folk and couple dancing includ­
ing a group of prize waltzers.
Dick Anderson, one of Cape Cod’s 
busiest callers, has regular classes in 
many schools, and recreation groups 
sponsor free lessons. All learn the same 
dances, and this Festival is a sort of 
graduation party, complete with live 
music! Cotton blouses, skirts and dun­
garees are the uniform o f the evening 
and tickets for  children are only fifty  
cents, so none will feel unable to at­
tend because o f financial problems.
There has been plenty of help from 
teachers, parents, club and recreation 
people, Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce, 
Hyannis Board of Trade, Jay-Cees and 
their wives and 4-H Club agents. While 
youngsters from the fourth to the eighth 
grades practice happily for their county- 
wide dance, plans have been completed 
for  using the large stage at our high 
school as the dance floor. This way 
we’ll be able to sell tickets to interested 
relatives, with the possibility that at 
least a few  of the adults will them­
selves become interested in this fam ily 
recreation.
Gimmicks, o f course, are always neces­
sary to a good campaign, and the gim­
mick for  this Festival has been an ob­
servance o f Arbor Day, with a king and 
queen, prince and princess, and gifts 
o f flower seeds and maple trees for the 
further beautification of Cape Cod.
Friendliness and an opportunity to get 
acquainted has been a most important 
consideration in our planning. Each child 
will wear a card with name and town 
clearly printed. And one reason that we 
have chosen the younger children is in 
the hopes that when our first young par- 
(Cont. on next page)
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WHERE ARE YOU ?
By Bob Merkeley
In the March 1954 issue o f AM ER­
ICAN SQUARES our editor talked to 
us about ways to find square dances 
when we are away from  home. His ad­
vice is good to the last word. But now 
let’s help the clubs to make their dances 
a little easier to find.
O f course an enterprising couple can 
ferret out a square dance almost any­
where they go, but not all the folks who 
sally forth on a vacation or business 
trip know just how it is done. So let 
us discuss a plan which has worked in 
one area for several years.
Newspapers Ignored
About eight years ago our square 
dance leaders were concerned because 
the newspapers would not write up their 
dances. The Phoenix, Arizona, area has 
had at least a thousand dancers at any 
given time since about 1946. The city 
parks department has aided the program 
with meeting places, dancing places and, 
even more important, its good name. 
But in those earlier days of dancing, 
the newspapers almost completely ig ­
nored the thing we call square dancing. 
Yet our dancers did not give up. They 
wrote up their dances religiously and 
sometimes one o f the two dailies would 
trim an item down a bit and use it.
In time it was found that certain clubs 
were getting all the publicity. So the 
less fortunates ones met with the suc­
cessful ones and talked it over. The 
findings were interesting. The clubs 
lucky enough to have a willing member 
with a bit o f journalistic know-how were 
getting good write-ups, while the others 
were plodding along without benefit of 
ballyhoo. Oh yes, reporters everywhere 
will tell you all they want is the facts. 
“ Don’t bother to write it up,”  they will
KIDS— West
“ black light”  production and other styles 
o f dance.
Their present tour schedule brings 
them into New York state the latter 
half o f June, and as we go to press they 
have still some open dates. I f you are 
interested in sponsoring this group in 
your city, write to Edwin Henderson, 
Spokane Public Schools, 503 W est 4th 
Ave., Spokane 4, Wash.
say. “ We have to rewrite it anyway.”  
But there is one thing wrong with that 
statement. Newspaper folks are as hu­
man as the rest of us, and they like to 
get out o f a little work, even as you and 
I (well, at least I).
W e Worked A Deal
So the concensus was that good art­
icles would be used and the others dis­
carded. Then was it not logical that we 
should get out good stories for  all the 
clubs? It was not quite that easy. A t 
about that time square dancing in and 
around Phoenix had become hotter than 
a green chili sandwich. About twenty- 
five different clubs were dancing on 
alternate weeks. That would mean each 
issue of the paper would have to carry 
a half-dozen different square dance ar­
ticles. You can not sell a newspaper on 
an idea like that, no matter how well 
the stu ff is written.
So we worked out a deal with the 
evening paper; and it is still serving the 
dancers, the paper and the general pub­
lic after all these years o f hard wear.
The Monday edition o f the Phoenix 
Gazette carries a column titled SQUARE 
DANCE EVENTS HERE. It often runs 
as much as a dozen inches— which, by 
the way, is a nice hunk o f square dance 
publicity in any man’s town. First are 
listed the dances, by days, fo r  the entire 
week; then the classes, including lesson 
number, location and instructor’s name. 
This same column, with each passing 
day’s information pulled out, stays in 
the paper through Saturday afternoon. 
By this time it carries only the Satur­
day night dances. On the following Mon­
day it starts all over again.
There you have the outline. There are 
plenty o f details and interesting angles 
follow ing in another installment.
KIDS— East
ticipants reach high school, they will 
remember the fun and the new friends 
and work for  a senior festival o f their 
own, just fo r  teen-agers.
But don’t get the wrong idea o f Cape 
Cod square dancing— it’s not restricted 
to the children. Our Sixth Annual Out­
door Festival is already scheduled fo r  
Saturday Juty 17th in Hyannis. Put the 
date down now. Cape Cod invites you 
to share in its own variety o f fun!
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Thread the Needle
By Nancy DeMarco
At different intervals I have had peo­
ple ask about costuming groups for  
television and demonstration work. They 
stress the fact that they would like 
something simple in both style and 
fabric and yet be able to afford some 
possible changes, to create the effect of 
more than one ensemble.
Here is a suggested ensemble which 
has possibilities for both television and 
demonstration.
Basic Print Dress
Since a one piece garment is more 
comfortable for  dancing, we shall use 
a basic calico print dress. This allows 
a choice of color and, for  television use, 
a deep print is more preferable. Since 
the accessories will be light, the con­
trast will be more effective on the tele­
vision screen.
The style is a simple peasant type 
dress. Sleeves are of the puff variety, 
with the neckline round, square or 
drawstring. The bodice should be snug 
and the skirt may be gored or circular. 
There are many patterns available for 
your selection.
Seven Changes
Now for the many changes. The ac­
cessories should be a solid pastel color 
to compliment the print. The fabric may 
be organdy, or cotton voile.
The first extra is an organdy bodice 
that laces in front (pattern in February, 
1954 AM ERICAN SQUARES). Small 
buttons are placed on underside of bot­
tom edge of bodice.
Next, make an organdy gored or 
circular skirt with an open front. The 
skirt is attached to a narrow waistband,
7( F R E E
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and buttonholes are placed on band. 
Thus the skirt buttons onto the bodice, 
giving a second change.
By making an organdy cummerbund 
belt (see February, 1954 issue) and a two 
inch organdy ruffle that can be snapped 
into the neckline o f the dress, there is 
a third change.
Place buttons on the underside of the 
cummerbund, button on the circular 
overskirt and you have the fourth 
change.
The fifth  change can be a wide sash 
at the waist, plus the snap-in ruffle at 
neckline.
A  possible sixth change is the ruffle 
at neckline and a ribbon laced through 
the buttonholes o f overskirt, and tied in 
front.
The seventh change is a velvet ribbon 
at the waist and a narrow velvet ribbon 
around the neck with a small ornamental 
pin.
Added Ruffles
For those who would like more ruffles 
on your ensemble, I suggest a three or 
four inch organdy ruffle at botton of 
either dress or overskirt, or both if  you 
prefer. The double ruffle is very fem i­
nine and frilly, and lovely to look at on 
the dance floor.
Add a lush note to the ensemble with 
several petticoats and the all-important 
pantalettes. Pantalettes with snap-on 
ruffles will allow many changes, even 
velvet ones.
Pantalette and petticoat patterns are 
described in March and April 1954 is­
sues o f AM ERICAN SQUARES.
Two Changes for the Men
For accompanying men’s costumes, I 
suggest the use of blue jeans with a 
solid colored shirt and scarf at neck. This 
may be worn when the least amount of 
organdy accessories are worn on the 
dress.
When the organdy bodice and over­
skirt are worn, the man may wear dark 
trousers, solid colored skirt and a string 
tie.
Third Annual Dance Week
GAY EL RANCHO
JUNE 13 —  AND —  SEPTEMBER 19
Spence and Ruth Wiedenheft of Dayton, Ohio, 
will be teaching Folk, Round and Square 
Dancing with emphasis on FUN. Full resort 
ranch facilities plus dancing.
Write Steven S. Stevens 
Gay El Rancho Resort Ranch Gaylord, Mich.
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The Roving Editor in the Southeast
By De Harris
Charlotte, N. C.
Square dances and square dancers are 
few  and far between in this area. I 
didn’t get a chance to do any dancing 
but did spend an interesting evening 
with Jerry Donaldson, caller and Past 
President o f the Charlotte Quadrille 
Club. This is the only square dance club 
around this area. It meets on 2nd and 
4th Saturdays at Hatta Park Recreation 
Center. During the summer they will 
dance out of doors. Visiting square danc­
ers are welcome— contact Harold Propst, 
President, at 5-2636 or Jerry Donaldson 
at 3-4884,
Bluefield, W . Va.
Here I have had the peculiar feeling 
o f turning back the clock to an earlier 
day in the history o f square dancing. 
Dancing? Plenty o f it, but in the A p­
palachian Mountain style where all f ig ­
ures start from  a large circle. The total 
o f figures used in the course o f a whole 
evening could be incorporated into one 
modern patter call without overdoing it. 
Although the figures are simple, they 
are danced with a skill and grace rarely 
seen among a group of modern square 
dancers. Here is a typical call:
IN TRO D U C TIO N  
All join hands and circle right 
Halfway back 
Swing the one behind you 
Swing your own 
Ladies do ci do
Each lady move in front of partner to 
his left, taking his left hand in her left 
and next gent's right hand in her right; 
gents are facing in, ladies out, circle 
moving counterclockwise.
Back to the gent you know 
FIG U RE
Promenade (varsouvienne position)
Swing her in (ha lf sashay)
Swing her out (ha lf sashay back)
Swing the girl behind you (waist swing) 
Promenade (the girl you swung)
Above usually aanced about 10 changes.
C IR C LE  FIGURE 
Lead couple down center and build a bridge 
Lead couple, previously designated, lead 
all couples promenading down the cen­
ter. A t one end of the room lead couple 
turn away from each other to form arch 
(lady on left of her gent) and move back 
over the other couples. Other couples do 
likewise until a ll have gone thru over 
and under.
Lead couple promenade all round the out­
side ring
All join hands in circle and settle down 
With arms up high
Head gent thread the needle in and out
Lead gent turns the line back upon it­
self and threads in and out under the 
upraised arms. The idea is to make a ll 
the necessary turns under one's own arm  
without letting go of hands and thereby 
break the chain. Your ab ility  as a square 
dancer is judged on such points as th is.
The dances I attended were held in 
the clubrooms o f a fraternal organiza­
tion, and limited to members and their 
guests. Every third dance on the pro­
gram is a square dance, and every time 
a square dance was called, we did the 
figure described above— just that and n® 
more. Each “ figure caller”  is known fo r  
his own special dance and is expected 
to call nothing else. Paul Combs was the 
caller for  this group. He led a Broom 
Waltz, and also told me he is gradually 
working the group up to the Virginia 
Reel by introducing a few  o f the figures 
at a time. Perhaps by next fall or winter 
they will be ready for  the whole dance, 
he feels. Incidentally, Paul has been 
calling the same figure to the same 
crowd for  the past twelve years. Of 
course it is much better now than when 
he first started.
The open dances are not to be recom­
mended for  visiting square dancers. 
When I have attended any I have been 
treated with studied courtesy in which 
there is no friendliness or welcome, so 
after looking on for  a dance or two I 
usually depart. This is not square danc­
ing in the sense in which most o f us 
know it.
Your BEST Buy for a S/D Vacation
NATIONAL DIRECTORY 
SQUARE AND FOLK DANCE 
CALLERS, TEACHERS, LEADERS
with foreword by Dr. Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw
Names and addresses of some 3,000 callers 
and leaders in all 4,8 states. A  boon to 
dancers who want to take in a  dance while 
traveling. Helps callers answer questions 
about leaders in other areas.
$1.50, plus 10c postage & handling 
(Missourians add 2% sales tax)
Order from your dealer, or direct from
NATIONAL DANCERS SERVICE, INC.
Box 4244, Tower Grove Sta., St. Louis 16, Mo.
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Third Annual
FOLK DANCE TOUR OF EUROPE
France ★  England ★  Holland ★  Germany ★  Austria 
Italy and Switzerland 
July 10 —  August 31
Enjoy complete sightseeing plus special activities of interest to all who enjoy fo lk­
lore and folk dancing. W hat better way to visit Europe?
ONE PRICE— includes sightseeing, transportation to ancS from Europe via air, land 
transportation, entrance fees, accommodations and most meals.
Inquiries invited. W rite :
II "Your Tour Escort" I
| E. F. Koch 25 Minetta Lane New York T2,^N^.Y^  |
May 4.— West Plains, Mo. Spring Fest. B ill 
Castner.
May 6- 8.— Washington, D.C. Ann. Folk Fest., 
Cardozo Ctr. A ud., 13th & C lifton Sts., N .W . 
8:15 p.m .
May 6-9.— White Springs, Fla. Folk  Festival.
jyjay 7 .— Bellingham, Wash. 5th Ann. Blossom 
Festival SD, Hi School Gym.
M ay 8.— Hyannis, Mass. Cape Cod C hildren’s 
SD Festival. 4th-8th grade dancers & callers.
]yiay — Waterloo, Iowa. 4th Ann. SD Festival.
May 8.— Mitchell, S. Dak. Spring Fest., Corn 
Palace.
May 9.— Garden City, L.I. L.I. Callers A ss’n 
Fest., A delph ia  College Rec. Hall. 2-5, 7-11.
May 14.— Chicago. Square Circle R am blers May 
Fest., Eugene F ield  Pk.
May 14.— New York. Big F olk  Dance w ith  live 
m usic. W ashington Irv ing HS, 40 Irv ing PL
May 14.— Newark, N.J. H illtop Barn. R ickey 
H olden.
May 15. —  Castleton-on-Hudson, N.Y. R ickey 
H olden.
May 15-16.— Cincinnati. Tri-State SD Festival, 
W illiam s YMCA & Coney Island.
May 16.— South Bend, Ind. 4th Ann. Callers 
Club Fest.
May 16.— Nassau, N.Y. R ickey Holden.
M ay 20-22.— Detroit. MSLDA Ann. Fest.
May 21.— Cleveland. Rickey Holden.
May 21-22.— Omaha. Annual Festival.
May 22.— Little Rock. Spring Fest., R ob. Aud. 
May 22— Canton, Ohio. 3rd Ann. Rec. Dept.
Roundup, Mem’l Aud. 8:30-12. Jonesy.
May 23.— LeMars, Iowa. Cal Golden.
May 28-30.— Danbury, Conn. W eekend Dance- 
a-Toot, Hotel Green.
May 28-30.— Minneapolis. Minn. FD Fed. State 
Convention, C offm an Mem’l U nion, U, o f 
Minn. Ed Gilm ore & the Dunsings.
May 28-31.— Long Beach, Calif. 10th State Fest. 
May 28-31.— Woodbury, N.Y. W eekend Institute. 
May 29. —  Baytown, Texas. Council Dance, 
H um ble.
May 29.— Goliad, Texas. So. Texas SD A ss’n. 
May 29-30.— Oakland, Calif. No. Calif. SD A ss’n 
Golden State R oundup, Mun. Aud.
May 29-30.— Riverside, Calif. Cow Co. H oedown. 
May 30.— Kulpsville, Pa. W eekend W orkshop , 
M ac’s Barn.
June 5.— Greenville, N. C. No. Car. FD Fed.
Festival. R ickey H olden.
June 25-26.— Yakima, Wash. State Festival.
D A N C E - A - T U T E  j
Memorial Day Weekend  
M ay 29 -  30 -  31 I
I
Hotel Green, Danbury, Connecticut |
Manning & Nita Smith i t  A1 & Mary Brundage i t  I 
| For full details, write —  Dance-a-Tute, Stepney, Conn.
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Vacation Quide
Following is a list of almost fifty summer schools and camps which will have 
special attraction for square and folk dancers. We wish we had space to describe each 
camp in detail, but all we can do is tell you when, where, and to whom you may write. 
For information, about a lot of them check through their advertisements in this issue (in­
dexed on p .2). The rest is up to you. Make your plan$ now for the best summer va­
cation you ever had.
May 16-22.— Wausau, Wise. W ise. Rec. Lead­
ers Lab., Youth Camp. W rite  Bruce L. Cartier, 
314 A gr ’l H all, M adison 5, W ise.
May 28-June 4.— Wheeling-, W . Va. Oglehay 
FD Camp. W rite  Mrs. E lizabeth Faris, Ogle- 
bay  Institute, W heeling, W . Va.
May 29-31.— Danbury, Conn. Dance-a-tute. 
W rite A1 Brundage, Stepney, Conn.
June
June 12-18.— Bridgton, Me. Maine FD Camp. 
W rite A lice Dudley, Bryant Pond, Me.
June 13-19.— Gaylord, M ich. Dance W eek. 
W rite S. S. Stevens, Gay El Rancho Resort 
R anch, Gaylord, Mich.
June 19-25.— Bridgton, Me. Maine FD Camp. 
W rite A lice Dudley.
lJune 21-25— Elkhart Lake, Wise. United 
Squares Inst. W rite  A1 Brundage.
June 21-26.— Colorado Springs, Colo.— Shaw’s 
Sum m er Class, Cheyenne Mtn. School. W rite 
Dr. L loyd  Shaw, Box 203, Colorado Springs, 
Colo.
June 26-July 2.— Association Camp, Colo. Folk 
Festival. W rite  W alter Ruesch, Association 
Camp, Colo.
June 26-July 3.— Geneva Park, Ont. Pairs ’n 
Squares Sum m er Dance School. W rite H arold 
H arton, W illow da le , Ont.
June 28-July 2.— Elkhart Lake, Wise. United 
Squares Inst. W rite  A1 Brundage.
June 28-July 3.— Asilomar, Calif. SD Camp. 
W rite Sets in  Order, 462 N. R obertson Blvd., 
Los Angeles 48, Calif.
June 28-July 4.— Roxbury, Yt. Teela-W boket 
Dance Camp. W rite Don Begenau, Queens Col­
lege, F lushing 67, L.I., N.Y.
July
(July 4-17.— Golden, Colo. R ocky Mtn. SD 
Camp. W rite Paul J. Kermiet, Route 3, Golden, 
Colo.
July 5-Aug. 13.— Sloatsburg, N.Y. Graduate 
Camp Sum m er Session. W rite P rof. Chas. A. 
Bucher, N.Y.U. Sch. o f  Educ., 100 W ash. Sq. 
E., New York  3, N.Y.
July 10-Aug. 31.— Europe. Folk  Dance Tour. 
W rite  E. F . Koch, 25 Minetta Lane, New York  
12, N. Y.
July 12-18.— Id yllw ild , Calif. FD W orkshop 
& Festival. W rite  Id y llw ild  Arts Foundation, 
Idyllw ild , Calif.
July 17-22.— West Point, N.Y. Sum m er Vaca­
tion School, Hotel Thayer. W rite A1 Brundage.
July 19-24.— Atlanta, Ga. D ixie Folk & SD 
Inst., E m ory Univ. W rite the Collettes, 1268 
U niv. Dr., N.E., A tlanta 6, Ga.
July 25-31.— Stockton, Calif. FD Camp. W rite 
P rof. Lawton H arris, Coll. o f  the P acific , Stock­
ton, Calif.
July 25-Aug. 7.— Golden Colo. R ocky Mtn. 
SD Camp. W rite Paul Kermiet.
July 25-Aug. 8.— Association Camp., Colo. 
Folk  Festival. W rite Wlalter Ruesch.
July 26-31.— Bottineau, N. Dak. W oodw ard  
Barn Country SD Camp. W rite Lynn W ood ­
w ard , Route 4, M inneapolis 20, Minn.
July 26-31.— North Bend, Ore. Vacationland 
Inst. W rite Jim  M urphy, 1521 Sherm an Ave., 
N orth Bend, Ore.
August
Aug. 1-6.— Asilomar, Calif. SD Camp. W rite 
Sets in  Order.
Aug. 1-8. —  Harrogate, Tenn. *A m  e r ic a n
Squares Sum m er School. W rite Charley 
Thom as, 500 E. Red Bank Ave., W oodbu ry , 
N.J.
Aug. 2-7.— Stockton, Calif. FD. Camp. W rite 
Prof. Lawton Harris.
Aug. 3-13. —  Jackson, Ky. AMERICAN 
SQUARES MAGAZINE Kentucky Dance insti­
tute. W rite  A m erican Squares, 1159 Broad St., 
Newark 5, N.J.
Aug. 7-14.— from Seattle. SD Show Boat. 
W rite Pat N orris, 102 E. 5th St., N ewberg, Ore.
Aug. 8-13.— Chippewa Falls, W ise. W ise. Rec. 
Leaders’ Lab. W rite  Bruce L. Carter.
Aug. 9-14.— Colorado Springs, Colo. Shaw’s 
Summer Class. W rite Dr. L loyd  Shaw.
Aug. 9-20.— Idyllw ild , Calif. W orkshop  in  
Rec. Dance. W rite Idyllw ild  Arts Foundation.
Aug. 15-22.— Golden, Colo. R ocky Mtn. SD 
Camp. Wirite Paul Kermiet.
Aug. 15-22.— Lake Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. 
N orthwest SD Camp. W rite J. T. M cGinty, 
235— 19th Ave., K irkland, W ash.
Aug 16-21.— Mt. Pleasant, Mich. F olk  Center. 
W rite* P rof. R. W . F inch, Dept, o f  H.&P.E., 
Central Mich. Coll., Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
Aug. 22-29.— Lake Coeur d’Alene, Idaho. 
N orthwest SD Camp. W rite J. T. McGinty.
Aug. 23-28.— Tulsa, Okla. Ann. Callers’ Class. 
W rite M ary Jo B radford , 1516 S. Gary, Tulsa 
4, Okla.
Aug. 23-28.— College Station, Tex. S&RD Inst. 
M em ’l Student Ctr., Texas A&M. Wirite Man­
ning Smith, 115 W alton, College Sta., Tex.
Aug. 22-30.— Wheeling, W . Va. Oglebay FD 
Camp. W rite Mrs. E lizabeth Faris.
Aug. 28-Sept 6.— Branchville, N.J. AMERI­
CAN SQUARES MAGAZINE Stokes Forest 
Dance Institute. W rite A m erican Squares, 1159 
B road St., N ewark 5, N.J.
Aug. 29-Sept. 4.— Osage Beach, Mo. SD Inst. 
W rite K irkw ood  Lodge, Osage Leach, Mo.
Aug. 29-Sept. 5.— Loretto, Minn. *A m erican 
Squares Sum m er School, Camp Ihduhapi. 
W rite  Charley Thom as.
Aug. 30-Sept. 6.— Becket, Mass. New England 
Square & FD Camp. W rite John Kessler, 
YM CA, 316 Huntington A ve., Boston 15, Mass. 
September
Sept. 1-12.— Roxbury, Vt. Teela-W ooket Dance 
Camp. W rite Don Begenau.
Sept. 3-7.— near Hot Springs, Ark. Family
SD Camp, Camp C larfork. W rite Odis Huggins, 
YM CA, 6th & Bdw y, Little R ock, Ark.
Sept. 4-6— near Salem, Ore. F am ily SD Camp. 
W rite Carl Greider, YMCA, Salem , Ore.
*These tw o schools are conducted by  Charley 
Thom as and have no connection w ith  A m eri­
can Squares Magazine.
THE SQUARE DANCE
1953 Revised Edition of the Famous
CHICAGO PARK
District Manual
Officially recognized by  the Amer. Library 
Ass'n, and long recognized by all callers and 
leaders, as the most authentic square dance 
book.
288 pages of squares, round dances and 
mixers, with complete instructions and dia­
grams.
Available through AMERICAN SQUARES Book 
and Record Shop, your local bookstore or 
record dealer, or order from
THE BEST-FORD CO.
6054 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago 30, 111. 
$2.95 plus 20c postage
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Rondo records, 10-inch, plastic, 78 rpm. Price, $ .89
Rondo has just re-issued its popular line of Ken Griffin organ recordings for American 
round dances. New backings have made this series even more acceptable than before. 
If you like organ records, these are unguestionably the best. The instructions are clearly 
printed and the following is the list of titles:
RFD-1. Waltz of the Bells/ / Dorice Waltz (Cuckoo Waltz)
RFD-2. Blue Skirt Waltz//Honeymoon Waltz 
RFD-3. Italian Quadrille/ /Neopolitan Tarantella
RFD-4. Five Foot Two Mixer//Patty Cake P'olka (Little Brown Jug)
RFD-5. On the Sunny Side of the Street/ / Angry
Sets in Order records. 10-inch, plastic, 78 rpm. Price, $1.45
#2051. Old Coon Dog (132) 3 :57//Douglas County Stomp (128) 3:55 Instrumental 
This is another hoedown record, beautifully played and a pleasure to call to. May we 
point out, however, a revival of an old tendency. Many of the new hoedown records 
coming out under strange names are pieces of old tunes patched together. Old Coon 
Dog above, for instance, is "V/aggoner's Reel" combined with an old folk tune recently 
reintroduced as ''Too Old To Cut The Mustard." Whether this plagiarism is intentional or 
accidental is not important as the resulting music is excellent.
#2053. Texas Crapshooter (130) 3:55//Chinese Breakdown (130) 3:55. Instrumental.

















W ith  A ll Records
MacGregor Ilecords 
7 2 9  So. W estern Ave. Los Angeles 5, Calif.
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AMERICAN SQUARES
Magazine




Co-sponsored by the 
University of Kentucky
Co-sponsored by the 
New Jersey State Department of 
Education
IX— 215 Right and left on while I spout rhyme
What Better Vacation ♦ ♦ ♦
than to indulge in the pursuit of your hobby in delightful sur­
roundings, and with other people of a like mind!
A t both Institutes the program will be a survey of the whole field 
of recreation dancing— square, contra, round and folk dancing—  
techniques of learning, teaching and calling— special problems of 
children's groups— programme and party ideas for groups and 
clubs— music and singing.
If you play a portable instrument bring it along. And, of course, 
dancing all day and all night if you want it.
JACKSON , KEN TUCKY— at Lee Junior College.
The Kentucky State Department of Education has made available to 
us the entire facilities of the College in the little hill town of Jackson, 
in the heart of the most beautiful section of Kentucky. Special em­
phasis will be placed on the folklore, songs and games of Kentucky.
College credit available.
□  A n
BRANCHVILLE, NEW JERSEY— at Stokes Forest Camp.
Again this year we are taking over the camp of the State School of 
Conservation in Stokes State Forest. Everything is here— swimming 
and boating in Lake Wapalanne, hiking trails in the Forest. Special 
program (including dancing) for children supervised by professional 
camp counsellor. Bring the family.
College credit available.
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Our Staff
RICKEY HOLDEN,
Editor of A M E R I­
CAN  S Q U A R E S  
M agazine, is one of 
the most w i d e l y  
travelled s q u a r e  
dance callers in the 
c o u n t r y  today. 
Square dancers from 
coast - to - coast in 
the U. S. and C an­
ada have danced to 
R ickey's compelling 
, , rhythms and grown
to know and love him personally.
FRANK KALTMAN,
Director o f  t h e  
Stokes Forest and 
Kentucky sessions, 
is a leader in the 
field of group danc­
ing. A s Director of 
Fo lkraft Records and 
M anager of A M E R I­
CAN  S Q U A R E S  
Book and Record 
Shop, he combines 
expert practical and 
technical knowledge 
with his vast store of historic lore of both 
music and dance.
□ A d □ A n
SHIRLEY DURHAM, teacher in the Louis- 
v ille  public schools, was raised in the Ken­
tucky mountains and grew up playing the 
singing games of the area. Not only does 
she remember the games, but she knows all 
the stories that go with them!
HAROLD HARTON, Advisor in Social Rec­
reation for the Community Programme 
Branch of the Ontario Dept, of Education, 
conducts programming workshops which 
are a feature of all A M ER IC A N  SQUARES 
Magazine-sponsored schools. Harold loves 
to help people have themselves a good time.
□ An □ An
OLGA KULBITSKY,
member of the fac­
ulty of Hunter Col­
lege, New York  C ity , 
is an outstanding 
authority on dance 
techniques and is 
famous f o r  h e r  
studies of motion 
analysis. Olga can 
not only teach you 
why and how to do 
it, she can teach you 
how to teach others.
V Y T S  BELIAJUS,
Editor of V ilt is , is 
an outstanding au­
thority on all forms 
of fo lk dancing. His 
four b o o k s  are 
standards in  t h e  
fie ld , and he is 
known and loved by 
fo lk dancers every­
where. Vyts w ill be 
at the New Jersey 
school only.
□ An □ An
EDNA RITCHIE, from Viper Kentucky, is a 
member of the famous Ritchie fo lk singing 
fam ily . She has made a special study of 
her beloved Kentucky folklore, and her fo lk 
songs are the kind you remember forever. 
Edna will be at the Kentucky school only.
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JESSIE MocWILLIAMS, lately of England, is 
now a successful square and folk dance 
teacher with children's groups in New 
Jersey and leader of the Summit center of 
the Country Dance Society. She also works 
part-time with A M ER IC A N  SQ UARES7 Book 
and Record Shop.
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A P P L I C A T I O N  B L A N  K
□  KENTUCKY DANCE INSTITUTE
Angust 3 -13, Lee Junior College, Jackson, Kentucky.
Rates: 10 days @ $ 7 .0 0  per day; partial registration $8 per day. Children $5 per day.
□  STOKES FOREST DANCE INSTITUTE
August 28 - September 6, Stokes Forest Camp, Branchyille, New Jersey 
Rates: 9 days @ $10 per day; partial registration $11 per day. Children $6 .5 0  per day.
N am e...................................................................................................................................... , also ................................................
F irst Last your w ife's first name if
this is a joint application
Your N icknam e...............................................................................  W ife 's ditto ......................................
Address..................................................  C ity ..................................................  Zone.................. State..
You1 don't have to answer the following but it will help us if you do:
W hat it your w ife's w ork?.............................................................................................................................
Age group: In what features are you most interested?
□  19 and under □  Square figures □  Dancing for Children
□  20-29 □  Contra dances □  ages 6-9
□  30-39 □  Round dances □ ag es 10-14
□  40-49 □  International □  Singing
□  50 and over □  Calling techniques □  Folklore and history
□  Teaching techniques □  College credit
□  Recreational Leadership □  General good time
W hat is your square dance background?.....................
W hat is your round or fo lk dance background?.
A deposit of five ($5) dollars per person should accompany this application. The balance 
should be paid upon registration at the Institute. This deposit is refundable upon notice 
o f withdrawal at least ten days before the start of the Institute.
Address all communications to:
A M E R I C A N  S Q U A R E S  
1159a Broad St. Newark 5, New Jersey
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t f t
ED GILMORE
with His BOOM-CHUCK BOYS
LADY BE GOOD
(Oh, Lady Be Good)
PICK UP YOUR CORNER
(Buffalo Gals)
SQUARE DANCES NO. 1
DU-932 95c • 1-225 95c
OLD FASHIONED DANCE
I Want a Girl
(Just Like the Girl that Married Dear Old Dad) 
•
BETWEEN THOSE LADIES
SQUARE DANCES NO. 2











(The Girl I Left Behind Me) 
CONTRA DANCES 
DU-935 95* 1-228 95c
AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK 
AND RECORD SHOP
Can Ship Your Order Today
no mailing charge * no packing charge * ask your caller 
he orders from us. 3 record minimum shipment
CRAB BAG
TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE 5QUARES AND ROUNDS
BARRY'S BEST— contra
(Introduced 1952 by  A1 Brundage, Stepney, Conn.)
1-4-7 etc. active , CROSS O VER 
Everybody balance in place 
Active couples do si do
Circle three with the two below
A ctive  gent with the two inactive ladies 
below him circle  left halfw ay around; 
active lady with the two inactive gents 
below her circle halfw ay sim ilarly .
Pop to the middle and balance and swing 
Other two couples right and left
Down the center
Same way back and cast o ff
Ladies chain with the couple above
W E BELIEVE 
IN 
WALTZ QUADRILLES —
So— we are giving you Roger and 
Jean Knapp’s HI-LILL 
It is a sweet thing! So is Fred Ber- 
gin’s arrangement of the music! You 
can’t stop humming it.
Because you will want to dance it 
every time you see three other couples, 
we are having Pappy call it for you 
on one side.
#X^59 HLLILI (instrumental) 
#X^60 HI-LILI (called by Lloyd 
Shaw)
Ask American Squares Book and Record 
Shop, or your dealer, or write
7  RECORDINGS, INC.
BOX 203
COLO RADO SP RIN G S  
COLO RADO
DIP AND DIVE AND RIGHT AND 
LEFT SIX
(Traditional version around Sherbrooke & 
Granby, Que.)
EXPLANATION: Couples 1 and 2 circle 
slightly more than halfw ay round and do 
the dip and dive with couple 3. W hen 
everyone is home couple 1 ducks into the 
center and faces couple 3 with whom they 
circle slightly more than ha lfw ay, and dip 
and dive with couple 4 . Upon completing 
this they are facing couple 4 with whom 
they circle ha lf and dip and dive straight 
across the set with couple 2.
— Bob Hill, Montreal.
W ALTZ QUADRILLE
(Traditional)
FIRST FIGURE— Salute partners; heads 
balance, heads w altz ; sides w a ltz ; sides 
balance sides w altz ; heads w altz .
SECOND— First couple w altz inside; 
grand chain ha lf round, w altz to places; 
second couple the same.
THIRD— Corners join with right partners 
with left hand, ladies cross right hand and 
balance; a ll w a ltz .
FOURTH— Heads lead to right, four 
hands round; grand chain all round, a ll 
w a ltz ; heads lead to left, etc. A ll forward, 
pass the lady to right, a ll w altz .
THE WOODWARD BARN 
Country Square Dance Camp 
Lake Metigoshe in North Dakota 
July 26-31 
STAFF— TERRY GOLDEN, nationally known 
folk singer and caller . . . JOHN GAMMELL, 
JOHN ROACH, LYNN WOODWARD, square 
dance . . .  KIP and DOROTHY HOLLENBECK, 
round dance . . . JOHN ROACH# also on 
waterfront and swimming instruction.
Fee— adults $50. Couples $90. Child 
$25 with special rates for more 
children in family.
Address . . . Lynn Woodward, Rt. 4, 
Minneapolis 20, Minn.
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— i Fifth Annual
D I X I E  F O L K  & S Q U A R E  D A N C E  I N S T I T U T E
Sponsored by, and to be held at, EMORY UNIVERSITY (Atlanta), Ga.
JULY 19 to 24, 1954 (Six days)
•  Square, Contra, Circle, Couple, and Other Important Types.
•  Basic and Advanced Material, Favorites of All Sections.
•  For Hobbyists, Callers, Teachers, Leaders.
9  Gymnasium, Cafeteria, Dormitories, Swimming Pool, etc., Available.
STAFF —  MARY and FRED COLLETTE (Directors), Atlanta, Ga.
RALPH PAGE, New Hampshire— DON ARMSTRONG, Florida— RUTH and LAS WOODARD, Tennessee
For more information write
DIXIE FOLK AND SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE
1268 University Dr. N. E., Atlanta 6, Ga.
HULL'S VICTORY— contra
(Traditional; as called by Gene Gowing,
Peterborough, N. H.)
1 -3-5 etc. active 
Right to your partner left the opposite 
Ba-a-a-lance four in line 
Turn that left hand lady round 
Your left elbow around 
Right your partner all the way around 
Balance as you did before 
Swing your partner in the deW 
Swing her round and round, Go 
Down the center with your own 
Turn by couples and come back home 
Come right back on your own side 
Cast o ff below
Right and left across the floor 
Turn around and back once more 
Right and left to place 
And on to the next
N O TES: Gene claim s the original balance 
was forward and back or two-step style, 
but I have seen everything from pas-de- 
Basque to fancy clogs. Called this in N el­
son, N. H ., one night two years ago and 
did they stomp those balances, but right 
on the beat! They needed no caller so I 
jumped down o ff the platform , grabbed a 
partner and got on the end of the line and 
we danced it till the fiddler decided to stop.
— Duke Miller, Gloversville, N. Y.
JIVE CALL
(Introduced 1954 by  Bobbie Kimmel, aged  10, 
Tucson, Ariz.)
Honor your chick your corner dish
Give your own a swing and a swish
Allemande left it's crazy man
Right to your own and a right and left grand
Right and left now don't1 you stop
There's lots more coming of this bebop
Dig your girl your cute little maid
Take her hand and promenade
Get on home with a pit-a-pat
Yes fall on home you crazy cats
TH E  FIG U RE 
Four kats star across the square 
Once and a half when you meet here there 
Chicks star right three-quarters round
Each gent in opposite position turn origi­
nal right hand lady with left hand.
Once and a half when you come down 
Once and) a half you're going to town
Each gent star right in center; gent 1 
turn lady 2 in position 4 , others sim i­
larly .
Babes star half on a heel and toe 
Meet your kat and DO SI DO
Each lady meet original partner in origi­
nal left hand position.
Do si right and di so wrong
All you gals are really gone
Do si do and di si de
That drool you're with is real 3-D






The British Ballroom Scene at a Glance, 
New Dances, Pictures, Cartoons, Techni­
cal Features, Reviews and Contest Results.
Send Nam e and Address to
" D A N C E L A N D "
76 Southwark Street, London, E. E. 1
TWO MORE 
FOR '54
Mike Michole has originated two more widely 
different dances. There's "By The Sea" with a 
daisy-chain, and a clever dance to the ever pop­
ular "How 'Ya Gonna Keep 'Em Down On The 
Farm."
523-BY THE SEA, called, flip "G"
524-DOWN ON THE FARM, CALLED, FLIP "G"
525-SEA & FARM, called
815—SEA & FARM, instrumentals
Wedfe'iH fu fclee  ‘JReand (ZamfeAHtf
708 E. Garfield • Phoenix, Arizona
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NEW
Releases
Records that are rockin' the nation.
Calling All Callers !
HD 500— HOEDOWN'S first hoedown! 
Hashin' Up the Devil (Instrum ental) 
Mississippi Sawyer (Instrum ental) 
HD 303— NEW Singing calls 
Dallas Doll (Instrum ental)
Poor Little Robin (Instrum ental)
HD 400— Round Dances
No. 7 Record in the Country! 
Doodle-le-do
(Written by J & Ginny Brooks) 
Country Two-Step
Watch for Hoedown1s first Teenage Records 
to be released soon!
HOEDOWN Records, prouced by Cat Golden
Your HOEDOWN Distributor is:
M. B. Krupp, 309 S. Santa Fe, El Paso, Tex. 
N. F. Merrbach, Box 2100, Houston Texas 
Midwest Dist. Co., 2642-44 Olive St.
St. Louis 3, Mo. 
Dance Record Dist., 1159 Broad St.
Newark 5, N. J.
RIGHT AND LEFT SIX, CENTER COUPLE 
SWING
(Traditional)
Couple number one lead out to the right 
Circle half go riqht and left thru go 
Right and left six center couple swing 
Th at's number one in the middle of the ring 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Number four in the middle of the ring 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Don't change now do the same old thing 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Chew the rag and chew the string 
Your last time go right and left thru 
Center couple swing and the sides swing too 
Lead! to the next and circle half go 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Then lead to the last with the same old thing 
Circle halfway round —
Right and left six center couple swing 
That's number one in the middle of the ring 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Number four in the middle of the ring 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Don't change now do the same old thing 
Right and left on center couple swing 
Chew the rag and chew the string 
Your last time go right and left thru 
Home you go and everybody swing . . .
-—Rickey
22 Go to the corner
DEEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS
(Introduced 1954 by Tom Mueller, Houston, Tex.) 
Introduction:
All join hands and you circle way out west
(to the left)
Swing your corner lady
Join hands again and you circle way out
west
Swing your corner lady
The four gents star, turn it once and a half 
(right hand)
Swing your own little baby 
And you promenade her home, a clappin' 
your hands 
Deep in the heart of Texas 
1.
Couples one and three you balance and you 
swing
Promenade half way around the ring 
Lead out to the right, dr/ a right and left 
thru (d iagonally with the side couples) 
Right and left back like you always do 
Couples two and four you balance and you 
swing
Promenade half way around the ring 
Lead out to the right, do a right and left 
thru
Right and left back like you always do
(a ll couples are now in opposite's position)
2.
The head ladies chain and the side couples 
swing
The side ladies chain and the head couples 
swing
All four ladies do a grand chain four 
Turn 'em in place we'll dance some more 
The head gents chain and the side couples 
swing
The side gents chain and the head couples 
swing
All four gents do a grand chain four 




Clap your hands— Texas style (big and loud) 
Swing your honey and you make her smile 
Allemande left with your left hand 
Partner right, go right and left grand 
When you meet your honey, give her a 
swing
Swing, swing the pretty little thing 
And you promenade her home, a clappin' 
your hands 
Deep in the heart of Texas
Repeat 1, 2 and 3 above 
Ending:
Turn your corner by the left, your partner 
by the right 
Go back — < swing your corner lady 
The four gents star, turn it once and a half 
(right hand)
Swing your own little baby 
And you promenade her home, a clappin' 
your hands 
Deep in the heart of Texas
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. . . .  if you don't delight yourself and your dancers with Windsor's 
latest release of instrumental
hoedown music
The SUNDOWNERS BAND really put themselves out to do a 
S - U - P - E - R  job on these and we think they'll be your pride and 
joy to back up the best darned caller in the business - You! Try 
'em, then see if there's any cause for argument.
78 r.p.m. 33’/3 r.p.m. TITLES KEY
(3Vi-4 minutes) (6-7 minutes) DOWN HOME RAG G
#7132 #3132 POSSUM UP A GUM STUMP D
HOECAKES F
#7133 #3133 TWINKLE LITTLE STAR p
Windsdrffcecords
' d a N C * * 0 '”5528 N. Rosemead Blvd. FOR DAS'*'“ Temple City, Calif.
Eastern Distributors
Record Distributors Alpha Distributing Co. Lesco Distributors
1923 Peachtree Rd. N . W . 762 10th A ve . 17 S. 21st St.
A tlan ta , Ga. New Yo rk  19, N . Y . Philadelphia 2 , Pa.
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LETTERS
,F R O M
OTJR- R EA D ER S
7  t  ^ r  > 7
A Word For It
Dear Rickey:
I can’t help saying something about 
the article, “ A  Word for It,”  in the March 
issue. The article loks like an example 
o f what psychologists call over-reaction, 
namely, an extreme response due to 
guilt feelings. An outright give-away is 
the article’s condescending sneer in re­
gard to the traditional square dance.
— Karl Archer, Seattle, Wash. 
Dear Rickey:
Of course I ’ve no objection to your 
printing Mr. Archer’s comment on my 
article. It’s an almost perfect example 
of what my article was about: the atti­
tude that vents irritation not in logic or 
argument but in personal attack, un­
informed and without evidence, but 
sanctimoniously rationalized into the 
outward shape of virtue. What a physi­
cist might call the equal and opposite 
overreaction— although as the offspring 
of a psychologist and physician I recog­
nize the danger o f kicking the jargon of 
any science around just fo r  fun. Setting 
aside the nonsense, though, I am bother­
ed by having seemed to “ sneer”— con­
descendingly or otherwise— at the tradi­
tional square dance. I teach it, I dance 
it, I love it; I do not consider it the be- 
all and end-all o f square dancing, but 
that is hardly a sneer.
— Charlotte Underwood, 
Rockville Centre, N.Y.
| SQUARE DANCE CAMP
I atop Lookout Mtn near Denver, Colo.
• July 4-17; July 25-Aug. 7
(four separate weeks)
i Sta ff: Ray Smith of Dallas, B ill Cast- 
( ner of S. F ., K irby Todd of Folk V a lley , 
I., Butch Nelson of El Paso, Joe and 
j M ildred Urban of Meade, K an ., M ike 
I M ichele of Phoenix, A r iz ., and others.
| Enjoy a packed-with-fun square dance vaca- 
| tion in the coo! Rockies this year. Fee re- 
| mains unchanged: $50 per week.
J Write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3,
| Golden, Colo.
We'll Buy a Map
• The editorial department faces the 
corner for an hour a day for the next 
month, due to our geographical blunder 
in placing Winthrop College in the 
wrong state (April 1954 AMERICAN 
SQUARES p.4). Our apologies to Julia 
H. Post and the staff of Winthrop 
College, Rock Hill, South Carolina (not 
North Carolina)!
Our Roving Editor 
Dear Editor:
Please convey my appreciation to De 
Harris, your Roving Editor, fo r  all the 
kind words about Atlanta. He is an 
excellent ambassador fo r  the dance 
world and we sincerely enjoyed him. 
Please also tell him that— thanks to 
him— the Tennessee W ig-W alk has really 
caught fire here in Atlanta. We plan to 
take it to Fontana, N.C., on April 29 
for  our Swap Shop there.
— Elizabeth Williams, Atlanta, Ga.
Our Catalog
Dear Rickey:
Just in case you ever wondered if  the 
catalog fo r  the November issue (1953) 
was worth putting together, here’s a 
note from  a subscriber who says: def­
initely yes! W e’ve already ordered quite 
a few  dollars worth o f records, a couple 
o f record cases— and lately, a student 
in one o f my classes wanted a book. 
What was easier than to order it from  
the Green Section o f the November 
issue. Incidentally, we like AM ERICAN 
SQUARES and think it ’s getting better!
— Johnny W. Yartz, Louisville, Ky.
We Read It In . ..
BOW  AND SWING (Florida). “ In order to 
really  en joy  Square Dancing, you  have got to 
pass it along.” — Bill E m bury.
THE MIDWEST DANCER 
A Magazine of Ronnd and Square Dancing 
314 Cumberland Parkway 
Des Plaines, Illinois 
Published monthly except July and August 
SUBSCRIPTION $2.00 per year 
Advertising rates upon request
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i
" F U N S T J T U T E "
A  Summer School DeLuxe 
July 1 7 - 2 2
at
Hotel Thayer, W e st Point, New York
i t  Ed Gilmore ^  A1 Brundage i t  Rose Zimmerman ^ M ac McKenrick i t  
For full details, write A1 Brundage, Stepney, Conn.
Folk Festival
Gentlemen:
I would like to say something that has 
been on my mind fo r  some time concern­
ing folk  festivals. There is undoubtedly 
great value in folk  festivals and other 
demonstrations by folk  groups in order 
to acquaint the public with folk  dancing, 
win new recruits and perhaps simply 
provide entertainment. However there is 
serious danger that groups undertaking 
such a demonstration may lose sight of 
much of the true beauty o f dancing and 
show to others aspects of folk  dancing 
which are not really the important ones 
even to members o f the initiated per­
form ing group.
Many groups faced with a demonstra­
tion look desperately for the most d iffi­
cult dance they can find, spend long 
hours polishing it to cold perfection; 
then having demonstrated it, never 
dance it again. I have danced with 
groups of this kind, and I have also 
had the pleasure o f being in groups 
which when similarly faced with a dem­
onstration chose from  their regular 
repertory o f dances their favorite ones 
fo r  demonstration. Usually these were 
the more difficult dances, usually some 
time was spend polishing them up before 
the demonstration, and naturally the 
dancers tried to dance the best they 
knew how in the demonstration, but 
most important o f all they enjoyed the 
dance. They had done it many times 
before and would do it many times again.
It sems to me that when we under­
take to show others folk  dancing, it is 
important to show them above all that 
it is fun rather than awe them with its 
difficulty, and to give them the im­
pression that they are seeing us dancing 
as we naturally do in our regular dances 
rather than showing o ff  purely fo r  the 
benefit o f spectators.
— Trevor Robinson, Ithaca, N.Y.
More About Folk Dancing
Dear Rickey:
More amusing than Roland Guenther’s 
satire on folk dance teachers was the 
serious attitude with which it was re­
ceived by some. AM ERICAN SQUARES 
had several articles in 1953 concerning 
folk  dancers which are worth reading 
the second time. They are Feb. p.8, 
March p.4, May p.4, June p.3, Oct. p.9 
and Dec. p.9.
— Glenn Stubblefield, Oakland, Calif.
The Bell P. A.
Dear Book and Record:
W e’re just as pleased as we can be 
with our shiny new Bell P. A. and 
Electro-Voice microphone. It’s unbelieva­
ble. This is the first machine we have 
been able to use some o f our organ 
records on without getting a bass rum­
ble, even when the bass is turned on 
high. We have heard some things on 
our dance records that we never were 
able to distinguish when played on an­
other machine. The London full range 
recordings and the classical L.P.s make 
us feel as if  the orchestra is in the same 
room with us.
W e were a little concerned about using 
it in our small apartment, but even 
when the volume is turned down to 
almost nothing, the full tone range is 
still there. In other words, we think it ’s 
sensational, for  both dancing and listen­
ing.
— Joan Garrison, Bloomington, Ind.
"Thirty Contras from New England"
Best book on contras.............. $1.50
Plans for phonograph speed control
and 3-speed player.... ........ ,..$1.00
Special: Both the above plus 5 new squares 
and 5 extra contras postpaid for only $2.00
Dudley T. Briggs 
Hillcrest Rd., Burlington, Mass.
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La Burrita
Will you kindly send me or tell me 
where I can get the instructions for “La 
Burrita” ?— Lionel Seaton, Bergenfield, 
N. J.
f  “ La Burrita,”  a delightful Mexican 
dance written by Carlos Rosas of Mex­
ico City, was first presented in this 
country at the Stockton Folk Dance 
Camp in 1950, and printed notes issued 
to members o f that Camp contained 
directions fo r  the dance. The notes, how­
ever, carry the line “ Not to be reprinted 
under any condition without specific per­
mission from  Carlos Rosas.”  Therefore
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we suggest you write direct to Lawton 
Harris, College of the Pacific, Stockton 
4, Calif., and see if he still has copies o f 
the 1950 syllabus.
Will you please send me the call for 
the Texas Whirlwind square dance and 
suggestions for s u i t a b l e  music? —  
Charles Cunningham, Newcomerstown, 
Ohio.
For music we like Folkraft #1201, 
“ Tom and Jerry,”  although any good 
breakdown will do.
TEXAS WHIRLWIND
(Introduced 1947 by Fenton "Jonesy" Jones,
Los Angeles, Calif.)
Ladies to the center and back to the bar 
Gents to the center with a right hand star 
*Star by the right on the inside track 
All the way round now the other way back 
Left hand back and don't be late 
Pass your partner, catch all eight 
Right to the next girl halfway round 
Back with the left that half and all the way 
Round —  Left hand lady with the 
Right hand round now partner left go 
All the way round go once and a half 
To your right hand lady with the right hand 
round
Partner left and leave her there
All four gents to the center of the square
Repeat from the asterisk (* ).
— Rickey
Seventh Year
| Folk and Square j 
j dance Camp j
i July 26-31 and Aug. 2-7 {
I W rite  ILawton Harris, Director \ j College of the Pacific 
| Stockton 4, California j
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old men
8089— JOLLY IS THE MILLER (Mixer)
Instrumental (Key of D) 
JOLLY IS THE MILLER 
W ith  Calls by Bill Castner
8090— COMIN' ROUND THE MTN. 
Instrum ental (Key of G)
COMIN# ROUND THE MTN. 
W ith  Calls by Johnny Schultz 
Music: Johnny Balmer's Grand Canyon Boys
8091—  JUSTRITE SCHOTTISCHE 
FORTY YEARS AGO— Round
Dance
Music: Roy Sexton's Arizona Hoedowners
8092— SLEEP (Lazy Two-Step)
LA GOLONDRINA
8093— COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 
(Country Two-Step)
CHANGING PARTNERS




3703 N. 7th St. Phoenix, Arizona
• Saw Kenneth Warren’s request in 
the March 1954 “Oracle” for “Little Old 
Log Cabin” and thought he might be 
able to use this one:
Head two couples right- and a right hand 
star you do 
To the little old log cabin in the lane 
Now you all change hands and go back the 
other way
To the little old log cabin in the lane 
Now you swing with your opposite/ swing 
her round and round 
To the little old log cabin in the lane 
Now you swing with your partners, all 
around the town 
To the little old log cabin in the lane.
Do si do your corners, your corners do si do 
And youi do si do your partners round 
Allemande left your corner, and a right 
hand to your own 
Grand right and left chain around . . . etc.
— William Fox, Angola, N. Y.
READ
NORTHERN JUNKET
The only magazine of its kind in the 
country. Each month you get music and 
directions for squares, contras and folk 
dances. Folk songs, folk tales and legends 
of the Northeast. Real recipes of New 
England cooking. News and gossip of 
interest to all square and folk dancers 
wherever you live. $2.00 for 12 issues.
Address subscription to
Ralph Page 






In what issue did you print instruc­
tions to the round dance “ Josephine” ? 
We are anxious to learn it and can find 
no record which includes a set o f instruc­
tions.— Mrs. N. F. Lindahl, Chicago,.
• AM ERICAN SQUARES has never 
printed instructions for  “ Josephine.” 
Your best source is Roger Knapp’s “ Col­
lection of Couple Dances,” a loose leaf 
book to which new supplements are add- 
ded each quarter. Now numbering 176 
dances, this is the best buy on the 
market. You can get any individual 
supplement— an average o f 10 dances 
each— for 25c. Josephine is in Suppl. No. 
3 (Jan. 1952).
I NEW ENGLAND SQUARE 
| AND FOLK DANCE CAMP
j CAMP BECKF.T
1 In the Heart of the Berkshires
Becket, Mass.
Directed By CHARLIE BALDWIN  
The Country Dance Serenader
August 30 - Sept. 6
Leaders:
Charlie Baldwin





• New England Contras
* Folk Dancing 
American Couples
= - Eastern Singing Calls 
I • Western Squares 
| • Comprehensive Callers’ Course 
| For Dancers, Callers, Teachers, Recrea- 
! tional Leaders. Bring the Family 
I Beautiful setting —  excellent food —  friendly 
i people —  unsurpassed leadership
S For in form ation  and brochure w rite to 
I JOHN W . KESSLER, Director
( A dult P rogram  D epartm ent w H untington Avenue Branch, Boston YMGA
j 316 Huntington Avenue
I Boston 14, Mass.
P.
We Read It In . . .
THE DAILY MAIL (London, Engr.) “ Square 
dancing on television  has m uch  appeal. It 
sets one thinking how  sad it is that such 
dances are no longer part o f  the national life . 
A nd it fits  the m edium  adm irably . It is b y  
defin ition  the ideal TV  broad cast: furious 
activ ity in  a con fin ed  space.”
Three-step vs. W altz?
What is the difference between a 
three-step and a waltz?— Wesley Caul- 
kins, New Orleans.
© Both dance steps are done to % time 
music, but the three-step goes to ex­
tremely slow tempo % time. The three- 
step is characterized by three slides in 
the line o f dance, half turn with partner, 
and three more slides. These slides are 
usually interspersed with walks, points 
and dips.
Three-step routines were danced in 
the mid-Victorian days when women 
wore evening gowns with 35 pounds o f 
brocade on them. Slow dances were 
necessary to fit the costuming o f the 
period. The three-step has become a form 
obsolete, along with the unhealthy cos­




Square, Folk & Social Dance 
June 28-July 4; Sept. 1-12 
Write: Don Begenau, Queens College/ 
Flushing 67, L. I., N. Y.
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what the dancers wanted. When, largely 
out o f fear o f offending somebody, we 
decided not to come right out in open 
meeting and “ prohibit”  or “ specifically 
condemn” certain things, we immediately 
earned a lot o f respect for  having brains 
enough to differentiate between “ leader­
ship”  and “ bossiness.”
It wasn’t brains— it was happenstance. 
But it worked.
Again, through fear o f stepping on 
someone’s toes, we made a practice of 
waiting until we were sure the judg­
ment o f our membership was practically 
unanimous before we would even venture 
to “ caution”  or “ advise against.”  By a 
very peculiar process o f thinking, we 
admitted that each member’s prejudices 
cancelled out all the other members’ 
personal biases and we arrived at a 
definition o f “ leadership”  as conceding 
that everyone could do as he pleased.
Again, it worked.
The only positive thing we did was 
to agree that whenever a trend was gen­
erally recognized as being definitely dis­
ruptive, we would counter it by introduc­
ing some new stimulus which we could 
hope would turn it into more construc­
tive, or at least less harmful channels.
Because this general “ hands o f f ’ at­
titude has been largely responsible for 
this high ’degree o f harmony inside our 
association, as well as the good will we 
enjoy from  those outside, it should be 
more particularly defined.
TO EACH MEMBER we concede his 
right to teach any round dance in any 
rhythm to any group depending on his 
capacity as an instructor and the group’s 
capacity to learn.
W e caution him not to expect at this 
time a wide acceptance o f complicated 
routines or intricate dance figures, 
b u t . . .
We encourage him to regard each 
challenge in rhythm or dance movement 
as an opportunity to increase the re­
servoir o f dancing knowledge among his 
students.
TO DANCERS we concede their right 
to individual styling of any dance f ig ­
ures, b u t . . .
We advise against any styling move­
ment which conflicts with the established 
flow  o f traffic around the dance floor.
We further concede their right to re­
quest, and to be taught, any new or 
unfamiliar round dance in which a sig­
nificant number o f their group is in­
terested.
We caution them, however, against 
the type o f eager-beaverism which in­
discriminately collects new routines like 
trophies to be displayed as evidence of 
their dancing abilities.
Instead, we encourage them to develop 
their critical faculties to perceive and 
appreciate either the pure fun or the 
smooth-flowing qualities which make 
some dances better than others— and at 
all times to strive for  a keener sense 
o f rhythm, a smoother collaboration be­
tween partners, and an easier technique 
o f moving through the figures o f a 
dance.
TO DANCE COMPOSERS we con­
cede their right to make up routines as 
often as they wish, b u t . . .
We caution them against adding to 
the number o f dances which indicate 
careless or hurried workmanship.
W e encourage them to set high stand­
ards for  their own creations, to prefer 
being known for  having done one good 
dance rather than a dozen o f mediocre 
quality— and to realize that the great­
est benefit derived from  creative effort 
is not the applause fo r  a successful 
dance but the increased knowledge of 
dancing gained by working constructive­
ly with the techniques o f rhythm and 
motion.
Here, it would seem, is a sufficient 
amount o f raw material from  which an 
effective policy for the future may be 
shaped. There will never be a “ last 
word”  on the subject, for  we are part 
of^ an evolving social phenomenon— a 
unique and peculiarly attractive activity 
into which the rank-and-file people are 
pouring their inventive genius for  hav­
ing fun together. Its future is assured 
and without visible limitations so long 
as it continues to hold the opportunity 
for  growth and the promise o f new dis­
covery.
The National Monthly 
Square Dance Magazine
Each issue filled with • New Ideas • New 
Calls • New Patter #  Round Dances • Book 
and Record Reviews • Current Square 
Dance News • Lots of Pictures • Helps on 
music, clothes, equipment.
$2 .50  twelve issues
mailed directly to your home
A SAMPLE COPY will be sent to anyone 
not previously acquainted with SETS in 
ORDER, by writing Miss Susie-Que Dept. AS 
SETS in ORDER 
462 North Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Cal. • CRestview 5-5538
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^ B o o k
Order by Mail 
Square and Folk Dance 
Books— Records
One of the largest selections of square and 
folk dance materials anywhere.
Write for FREE catalog 
Mv.il Order Record Service 
P. O. Box 7176 Phoenix, Ariz.
^Reviews
National Directory, Square Dance Collers, 
Teachers and Leaders, ed. by John Sabin. 
St. Louis, Natl Dancers' Serv., <=1954. 148p. 
We stock this at $1.50.
Primarily this booklet is designed as a 
reference list giving names, addresses and 
telephone numbers of square and folk dance 
callers and contacts. Here is proof that square 
dancing has completely infiltrated our mod­
ern life, for names are listed in every state 
of the U. S. The 'list should not be taken as 
any "Who's W ho/' but simply a compila­
tion of many, many names. The publishers 
well realize the list is incomplete, but this is 
not their fault, for they advertised and cir­
culated very completely in the U. S. For 
some areas every caller is listed, yet others 
are only 5% complete; particularly, the list 
of folk dance leaders is not good. If you 
are not listed, don't cuss the publishers: send 
in your info for the 1955 book.
An obvious secondary use for this booklet 
is for commercial firms involved in square 
dancing. Also, we fnally have an accurate 
basis for estimating the number of square 
dance callers in the U. S. Assuming this 
list of approximately 3,300 names (97% 
of whom are "S"s) to be 20% complete, we 
figure 16,000 callers.
We recommend one important change for 
the next edition: The major metropolitan 
area of which suburbs are a part should be 
listed, e.g., Ala., Fairfield (Birmingham area); 
Ind., Hammond (Chicago area); Md., Beth- 
esla (D. C. area), etc. However, just as it is, 
we feel this book a worthy contribution to 
th© field and certainly recommend it to every 
SD traveller. In Phoenix, they say, it's even 
being used by the local callers as their mas­
ter list for one another.
Five Years of Sets in Order, ed. by Bob 
Osgood and staff. Los Angeles, Sets in Order, 
1954. 176p. We stock this at $2.50.
"Western" or Colorado-California type 
square dancing is that style popular in an
area roughly defined by considering all U. S. 
and Canadian territory north of a line drawn 
from San Diego to St. Louis to Chicago. As 
the magazine representing this Western move­
ment, Sets in Order has issued a huge col­
lection of figures and fillers compiled from 
its first 60 issues (vols. 1-5). A quick count 
totals 170 patter calls, 55 singing calls and 
enough fillers to keep you busy forever. 
Month by month, Sets in Order has kept up 
perfectly with the "Western" movement as 
it has grown: here are practically all of the 
good figures which have been developed in 
the area.
The only possible criticism might be in 
the matter of who first introduced certain 
dances. This has long been a touchy point 
among "originators." At casual glance we 
can spot at least 25 calls whose introducers 
are well known and easily verified, and 
there's no "difference of opinion" in these 
cases cases either. Who knows what careful 
checking might reveal? It seems the sources 
are most often accurately noted for dances 
of local California origin, as almost half of 
the dances are. However the editors are quite 
right in that the dances themselves are the 
important thing, and) the big point is getting 
them in print so all may share the FUN!
Readers are cautioned against picking up 
any call word-for-word, and certainly you 
should not limit your collection of figures 
only to those of this book. However this 
seems to us the best and most complete col­
lection of modern "Western" calls now on the 
market. We don't see how you can afford 
to be without it!
FIFTH ANNUAL
YACATIONLAND
Square and Round Dance Institute 
AT
North Bend, Oregon
i on beautiful Coos Bay a
j *  July 26-31 ★  6 full days ★  j
oA complete course in square and round!
r\ r* I ,-4-. ,1 ^
I  *•' / Y iu ix r n  I I m sT iru re  v-*noirrrion c 
|  1521 Sherman A ve ., North Bend, Oregon §
dancing, techniques, styling, 
teaching and calling .
Staffed by:
THELMA & DAVE CLAVNER, Calif. 
HELEN & MIL DAY, Idaho 
For details write 
J IM  M U R P H Y , In tit t Chairm a
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Canadian News Notes
Compiled by Harold Harton, Toronto
The season of square dance festivals 
is back again. We are just getting over 
the effect o f the Sixth Annual get- 
together in Toronto. The latest count 
at the door was 1572, almost 200 sets. 
There were quite a few  visitors from 
out o f town, the most notable being 
Hart Devenney o f Winnipeg who said 
he had a wonderful time and fe lt quite 
at home with the programme. Dancers 
came from  Buffalo, St. Thomas, Parry 
Sound, Peterborough and Hamilton.
The Hamilton Festival on April 30th 
was bigger and better than ever. North 
York held one on April 27th. Forest 
Hill and Scarborough had theirs recently 
— both o f them real successes.
Winnipeg Hospitality 
I was fortunate enough to be able to 
slip over to Winnipeg from  Fort William 
to take part in the Rickey Holden work­
shop on March 13th. Besides having a 
wonderful time dancing I met a lot of 
fine folk from  the Manitoba Folk Dance 
Federation. Jack Webb, Pres, o f the 
Eastern Division and his charming wife 
were the friendliest o f hosts and saw to 
it that I met as many people as possible.
What Goes In The West?
While in Winnipeg I got the im­
pression that some o f the Western 
square dancers feel this column is 
slanted too much towards the Eastern 
news. There is only one reason for  this. 
I don’t get any news from  the West! 
On a number o f occasions appeals have 
been made in this column for  in for­
mation and letters have been sent to 
such contacts as we have in Saskat­
chewan, Alta and B. C. asking for news.
Come on, you Western folk, let the 
rest o f us know what you are doing 
in square and folk dance fields!
Ottawa Organization 
This newly formed callers and in­
structors group is really going great 
guns. Avoiding a constitution until they
have established the aims of the organ­
ization, they are in the capable hands 
o f a steering committee consisting o f 
Jim McLaughlin, Jack Zoubie, Dusty 
Miller, George Page, Art Wilson, Ivan 
Eaton, Ron Goudie and Barry Stewart.
Folk Festival, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
A  letter from  “ Min” Hendrick, di­
rector o f Recreation in Niagara Falls, 
New York, tells us the International In­
stitute Folk Dance Festival will be held 
on July 17th. His own words describe 
the wonderful setting fo r  this Festival: 
“ The State Park Commission has 
erected a platform within 100 yards of 
the Falls with a sloping bank facing the 
platform and the Falls. A  background 
o f flags of all countries coupled with 
the colored lights o f the Falls makes it 
a beautiful sight fo r  the thousands who 
line the provided spectator area.
“ After the festival, we have a dancing 
party at which time all o f the participat­
ing groups relax and have their fun.” 
W e are glad to help arrange for some 
national groups who will participate.
Congratulations to Parry Sound 
Soft Shoe Swing under the direction 
o f Audrey Miller certainly hit the front 
pages o f the Sudbury Star. Seldom have 
we seen such an excellent selection of 
pictures and articles so well written 
concerning our favorite pastime. Con­
sidering the fact that they have been in 
existence a mere year and a half it is 
a real compliment to get publicity of 
this calibre.
As indicated in the advertisement on 
this page, the second summer vacation 
dance school will be held in Geneva 
Park, Lake Couchiching near Orilla for  
a full week beginning June 26th. This 
is one of the most beautiful spots in 
Ontario and in addition has the very 
best in facilities fo r  dancing and holi­
daying. Indications are that leaders will 
attend from  all over Ontario and beyond.
" .............................................. .... .......... ...... "SECOND ANNUAL ...... ............  .. ...... -..1.... — '
PAIRS SQUARES SUMMER DANCE SCHOOL
Geneva Park  —  Lake C ouchiching —  Ontario 
June 26th to July 3rd
Square Dancing —  Calling — Round Dancing —  Mixers —  Contras 
Book and Record Shop 
Swimming • Boating • Outdoor Games Hotel Type Accommodation • Excellent Food 
Folders with complete details from Harold Harton, Box 124, Willowdale, Ontario
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SQUARE DANCE
Louise Henry of Orlando, Fla., was 
fatally injured in an automobile acci­
dent while returning home from the 
National Square Dance Convention in 
Dallas. Her husband, Mercer, and 
their companions, Dr. and Mrs. Ernest 
R. Bartley, were treated for minor 
injuries. The accident occurred in a 
blinding rainstorm in Louisiana and 
was caused by a rear tire’s going bad, 
skidding their station wagon into a 
bridge railing.
Bids for  the 1955 Annual National 
Square Dance Convention may still be 
submitted to Lee Bedford, P. O. Box 
9536, Dallas 14. A t present SAN DIEGO, 
CALIF., is strongest contender. The 
Third Annual ditto, recently held in 
DALLAS, was a big and impressive a f­
fair . . . Some highlights which remained 
in our minds include the fact that round 
dance clinics were attended by just as 
many people as the square dance clinics 
which were being held simultaneously 
. . . Probably the longest distance trav­
eled to come to Dallas were by the folks 
from Western Canada— the Fobes, the 
Martins and the Haynes from A L ­
BERTA, the Donovans and the Prentices 
from BRITISH COLUMBIA . . . Interest 
in the event was so high in British Co­
lumbia that the dancers of VANCOU­
VER footed the expense bill for the two 
latter couples who attended from  their 
town . . .  One caller from  a Western state 
created much bitterness and ill will by 
advertising all over the state that he 
was the only caller from  the state to 
have been invited to Dallas. Needless 
to say, ’twasn’t true . . . Emmette W al­
lace o f PASADENA, TEXAS, spent be­
mused hours trying to estimate the total 
yardage o f all square dance clothes
worn at the Festival . . . Reuben and 
Violet Merchant o f NASSAU and Ray 
Dwyer, o f TROY, NEW  YORK, rep­
resented the most easterly point in at­
tendance . . . Over-all planning in Dallas 
was excellent, but organization in some 
respects could have been better. This is 
understandable in an event o f such 
magnitude, but a point for  future plan­
ners to consider . . . Future planners 
must also be aware that the problem of 
acoustics rears its ugly head, apparently 
forever . . .  It was a GREAT BIG PA R ­
TY!
Thanks to Dora De Michele of 
SCHENECTADY, we learn that square 
dancing goes on regularly in the Con­
gressional Club in WASHINGTON, D. 
C. Leading spirits are Rep. and Mrs. 
Shepard Crumpacker o f Indiana (he 
once taught calling in SOUTH BEND). 
Other square dancers include the Scriv- 
ners o f KANSAS, Belchers o f OKLA­
HOMA, Dollivers o f IOWA, Ostertags 
o f NEW YORK, McGregors of OHIO, 
Beamers o f INDIANA, Nicholsons o f 
M ASSACHUSETTS and Rielmans of 
NEW  YORK .
A  new feature o f this year’s National 
Capital’s Annual Folk Festival o f All 
Nations (May 6, 7 and 8) is a Dance 
Party on Saturday afternoon, with all 
comers invited to enjoy a session of 
folk and square dancing under the ex­
pert guidance o f local leaders and cal­
lers .
Dancers in Kentucky and else­
where have lost a friend and 
leader, with the death on March 
19 of Howard E. Hall of Lexing­
ton.
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AMERICAN SQUARES 
136 E. French Pl. 
San Antonio 12, Texas R £U  SEN M E R C H A N T  
R . F . D .  N O .  \  
N A S S A U ,  N .  Y .
Postmaster: This is SECOND-CLASS matter; if undeliverable return to publisher 
with Form 3579 showing reason.
THIS MONTH
is our anniversary! It’s been two years now since 
the present management took over AMERICAN  
SQUARES’ Book and Record Shop. You have 
been more than kind to us and we feel that you 
are all a definite part of the success of our ven­
ture. W e’d like to report that our business for 
March ’54 was exactly 12 times what it was in 
April ’52. THANKS FOR THE BIRTH DAY  
PRESENT.
DID YOU KNOW that 
during the month of 
March there were wore 
new square dance records 
produced than ever be­
fore in a single month?
DID YOU KNOW that 
the Bell 2195 at $157.80 
has become the biggest 
item in the AMERICAN 
SQUARES’ catalog, and 
the loudest too?
WE HAVE JUST t r 'ecl out 0 miniature P. A. sys­
tem which is wonderful for the ladies. It weighs 
only 13 pounds and is good up to about 50 quiet 
people or about 24 noisy ones. Equipped with a 
3-speed turntable and a pretty good speaker, we 
selI this unit fo r................... $50.00
THE LITTLE MONITOR that we announced a 
short while back for $12.00 has grown into two 
little monitors! We now have one with its own 
amplifier. If you're a good electrician you can 
wire it into your set and hear only the music. 
Either model, FOB, Newark, N. J., sells for $12.00
RECORD CASES —  super-duper style, just like 
ours, are being sold on the West Coast for $9.25. 
As usual, AMERICAN SQUARES sells it for less.
Our price ....... $6.25
(plus postage on this one)
DID YOU KNOW that 
in Europe in the 16th 
century courtiers frequent­
ly slipped away from the 
spiritless intricacies that 
were the court dances and 
joined the lusty dances 
of the common people, 
where they could find 
some outlet for their 
emotional exuberance?
DID YOU KNOW that 
Reeves Soundcraft tape is 
made by the makers of 
the recording tape which 
received the Academy 
Award from the movie 
industry? We sell the 
tape at . . . $3.30 a roll.
BOOK and RECORD SHOP 
1159 Broad St. Newark 5. N. 1
